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Angular Dependence of Universal Conductance Fluctuations in Noble-Metal Nanowires
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We investigate fluctuations in the magnetoconductance (measured atT ø 50 mK) of noble-metal
nanowires in a mesoscopic two-lead configuration, with lengths 500 and 1000 nm and widthsw
between 45 and 360 nm. We determine the dependence of the correlation fieldBc on the angleu

between the direction of the magnetic field and the long axis of the wires.u is changed at lowT
continuously from 90± (usual geometry) to 0±. We present a calculation taking into account the 3D
diffusive motion of the conduction electrons describing the angular dependence ofBc. We compare this
Bcsud dependence with conductance fluctuations observed while sweepingu at constant magnetic field.
[S0031-9007(97)03042-1]
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Universal conductance fluctuations (UCF) in metals a
a direct manifestation of quantum interference of ele
tron wave packets. They can be observed if the sam
dimensions are smaller than or comparable to the ph
coherence lengthlf  sDtfd1y2 (D  yFly3 is the dif-
fusion constant andtf is the phase-breaking scatterin
time) for conduction electrons [1,2]. In polycrystalline
metal filmslf is of the order of1 mm at very low tem-
peraturesT , 1 K, whereas the elastic mean free pathl
is about 10 to 50 nm. In this diffusive regime the elec
trical conductanceG is influenced by the interference o
electronic trajectories which is sensitive to small chang
in the Hamiltonian.G is found to fluctuate around a mean
valueG as a function of an external control parameter a
for example, the Fermi energy [3], the transport voltag
[4,5], the perpendicular magnetic field [1], configuratio
of the scattering centers [6] or, as we will show her
the angle between external magnetic field and curre
direction. In a mesoscopic two-lead configuration, i.e
when within the phase coherent sample volumel3

f only
two measuring probes are in contact with the mesosco
sample, the rms amplitude of the fluctuations depen
only very weakly on the sample shape (lengthL, width
w, and thicknessd) as long as the transport is diffusive
and coherentsl ø w, d, L # lfd [7,8].

The properties of the fluctuations in all these realiz
tions are essentially the same with the only excepti
being that the rms amplitude observed for fluctuatio
measured as a function of the magnetic fieldB is smaller
by a factor

p
2 because of time-reversal symmetry brea

ing [7]. An additional reduction of the rms amplitude b
a factor of 2 occurs in metals with strong spin-orbit sca
tering. Altogether, one expects a saturation rms amplitu
of magnetoconductance fluctuations for Au or Ag of rm
G1D  0.26e2yh for quasi-1D wires [9].

The characteristic fluctuation periodBc, the correlation
field, is a measure of the areaAf enclosed by typical
interference paths sinceAfBc  Cf0, wheref0  hye
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is the elementary flux quantum, in analogy to the we
known Aharonov-Bohm effect in ring structures [1]. Her
C is a constant of order unity [7].Bc is given by the half
width at half maximum (HWHM) of the autocorrelation
function FsDBd of the magnetoconductance curves. B
cause all coherent trajectories contribute to the interf
ence pattern,Bc should depend on the geometry of th
sample if the width andyor the length of the sample be
come smaller thanlf. In the quasi-1D case (atT  0)
with the magnetic field oriented perpendicular to the fil
plane (u  90±) one expectsBc ø f0yw L. Varying the
angleu betweenB and the axis of the sample provide
an additional possibility to change the effective transver
sample dimensions while the sample remains microsco
cally the same. For strictly 2D systems such as 2D ele
tron gases complete correlation down tou  10± can be
observed by simply scaling theB axis to the projection
perpendicular to the sample areaB sinu [10], i.e., Bc is
determined by the cross sectionA' perpendicular toB,
Bc ~ ssinud21.

In thin but 3D diffusive metallic films the dependence o
the UCF pattern on the angleu between current direction
and magnetic field has not been explored up to now.
course, one expects an increase ofB with decreasingu.
As we will show in this paperBcsud is not only determined
by A', but the whole 3D sample geometry has to be tak
into account. We will present a calculation based on t
diffusive theory [7] that explains the unexpected angu
dependenceBcsud found in our experiments.

We report measurements of the magnetoconductanc
very low temperaturesT ø 50 mK, of gold and silver
wires in a two-lead configuration with wide funnel-shape
leads, with lengthsL $ 500 nm and widths varying
between 45 and 360 nm. In addition, we determi
for the first time the angular correlation in a fixe
magnetic field by changingu continuously. The UCF
dimensionality of the narrow samples investigated here
quasi-1D in the saturated caseL, d, w # lf, whereas all
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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samples are 3D with respect to the motion of the electro
between elastic scattering events [11].

The samples are produced by a standard lift-off proce
described elsewhere [12]. The samples were mounted
side the mixing chamber of a3Hey4He dilution refrig-
erator which is equipped with a 13-T superconductin
solenoid. An ac-resistance bridge (17 Hz) records t
fluctuations with a voltage resolution of about 1 nV. A
mechanical feedthrough into the mixing chamber allow
for tilting the sample continuously from the usual geome
try with B perpendicular to the film planesu  90±d to a
parallel alignment betweenB and current direction while
it is maintained at low temperatures. The accuracy of t
angle adjustment is about63±.

The experimental details and results of the measu
ments in the normal geometryu  90± have been dis-
cussed in detail previously [12,13]. The rms amplitude
of the fluctuations have been found to be in very goo
agreement with the theoretical predictions for the quas
1D case. Furthermore,Bc of wires with constantL
and varying widthw shows the expected geometry de
pendenceBc ~ f0yswLd. Within our accuracy we find
no systematic difference between the behavior of Ag
Au samples in their UCF properties, for both we de
duce lf ø 700 nm. The contribution of the wide con-
tact pads to the UCF is negligible forL  1000 nm
and leads toBc * 400 mT with very small amplitude for
L  500 nm. This can clearly be distinguished from th
pattern of the wires themselves (Bc & 100 mT) [13].

Figure 1 shows the magnetoconductance fluctuations
units ofe2yh of sample 1 withL  500 nm,w  45 nm,
and d  25 nm for different anglesu in the field range

FIG. 1. Conductance fluctuations of sample 1 withw  45
nm, L  500 nm, andd  25 nm for various angles between
magnetic field and current direction, offset by 2e2yh each.
From top to bottom the angles are 90±, 90±, 75±, 60±, 45±, 30±,
15±, 10±, 2±, 0±, –10±, and –10±.
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from 212.5 to 12.5 T. The curves are offset by 2e2yh
each for clarity. One observes that the rms amplitude r
mains nearly unchanged while varyingu. The numerical
analysis (see [12] for details) of the data yields the rms am
plitudes (foru  90±) given in Table I for samples 1 to 5.

Bc increases clearly fromu  90± to u  0±. This
happens not only by damping of the short-period fluc
tuations, but also by appearance of new long-perio
ones. Furthermore, the traces for different angles are on
weakly correlated, i.e., it is not possible to scale theB axis
by any factor in order to reproduce the 90±-fluctuation pat-
tern. This is a consequence of the 3D character of t
diffusive motion of the electrons and in marked contra
to the results for 2D electron gases [10]. We checke
the reproducibility of the magnetoconductance curves
the lower and the upper end of theu range in order
to verify that the samples have not changed microscop
cally while tilting them; cf. double traces for90± and
210± in Fig. 1. For the numerical evaluation ofBc, the
orbital contribution to the magnetoconductance is su
tracted by Fourier filtering which cuts off the very long
wavelengthsDB . 5 T. These wavelengths correspond
to areas smaller thanl2 and therefore do not contribute
essentially to the quantum interference of diffusive ele
tron paths which are of interest in this paper.

The resulting values forBcsud normalized to the values
at u  90± (Bc') for the five samples are shown in Fig. 2
The data for each sample are offset by four along the fie
axis [14]. Contrary to what one might expect at first sigh
Bc is not determined simply byA'. For magnetic-field
orientation along the axis of the sample,A'  wd, and
one would naively expectBcs0dyBc' to be independent
of w sinceBc' , sLwd21 [12,13]. The difference with
our data cannot be attributed to contact pads as mention
above. Rather, the effective surface area is in fa
influenced by the sample lengthL because the projection
of a typical diffusive electron trajectory perpendicula
to the magnetic field will wind around the magnetic
field axis many times, each time enclosing an area
orderwd. The numberN of windings obviously depends
on the lengthL of the sample and may be estimate

TABLE. I. Sample number, lengthL (nm), width w (nm),
thicknessd (nm), elastic mean free pathl (nm), amplitude of
magnetoconductance fluctuations rmsGsBd se2yhd with statisti-
cal error, correlation field at normal directionBc' (mT), nor-
malized maximum correlation fieldBcs0dyBc' at u  0, and
rms Gsud se2yhd of conductance fluctuations as a function ofu
for the samples 1 to 5.

rms rms
No. L w d l GsBd Bc' Bcs0dyBc' Gsud

1 500 45 25 26 0.26 6 0.03 112 3.0
2 500 65 27 30 0.24 6 0.03 80 5.3
3 500 120 25 28 0.30 6 0.04 35 7.4 0.32
4 1000 140 27 300.20 6 0.03 39 10.5
5 1000 360 25 280.33 6 0.04 20 11.9 0.29
3363
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FIG. 2. Normalized correlation fieldBcyBc' as a function of
the angleu between magnetic field and current direction fo
samples 1 to 5, each offset for clarity by 4. Error bars includ
numerical accuracy ofBc obtained from the HWHM ofFsDBd.
The solid lines represent the expected behavior according
Eq. (5) (see text). Inset: Fitted maximum values ofBcs0dyBc'

as a function ofdyw.

as follows. The average time it takes for the partic
to diffuse the full width of the sample istw . w2yD,
whereas the time required to diffuse from lead to lead ov
the lengthL of the sample istL . L2yD. The resulting
number of windings isN , tLytw , L2yw2. Since the
windings fluctuate between positive and negative sense
orientation, the net result of adding the contributions of a
windings along the length of the sample is expressed
the effective areaAf . wd

p
N . Ld, i.e., independent

of the width. HenceBcs0dyBc' , wyd.
A more quantitative calculation can be done along th

lines of the treatment by Lee, Stone, and Fukuyama [
The correlation functionFsDBd  kGsBdGsB 1 DBdl is
determined by eigenvalueslm of the diffusion operator in
the magnetic fieldDB,

Ds2i= 2 eDAd2Qmsrd  lmQmsrd, rot DA  DB ,
(1)

subject to the boundary conditionQm  0 s,nQm  0d
at the boundary with perfect leads (or vacuum, respe
tively). Choosing the coordinate system in such a w
that Ljjz, wjjx, and djjy, these eigenvalues forDB  0
are given bylm  DspyLd2l̃m,

l̃mz ,mx ,my  m2
z 1 m2

xsL2yw2d 1 m2
ysL2yd2d , (2)

wheremz  1, 2, · · · andmx,y  0, 1, 2, · · · . In the quasi-
1D geometryL ¿ w, d, only mx  my  0 eigenvalues
contribute essentially to the correlation functionFsDBd ~P

mx ,my ,mz
l̃22

mz ,mx ,my
.

Moreover, the sum is dominated by the few lowe
values of mz , and can be well approximated by th
3364
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contribution of the lowest eigenvaluẽl1,0,0  1. To esti-
mate the correlation fieldBc, one can evaluate the per-
turbative correctiondl̃1,0,0 sDBd  l̃1,0,0 sDBd 2 1 and
require thatdl̃1,0,0 sBcd  1. For the magnetic field ly-
ing in thesL, dd plane and forming an angleu with the L
axis we find

dl̃1,0,0 sDBd 
1
3

µ
DBLw

f0
sinu

∂2

1
1
3

µ
DBLd

f0
cosu

∂2

bswydd , (3)

where the functionbszd is given by

bszd  1 2
768
p6

X
mx ,my1,3,···

1
m4

ysm2
x 1 z2m2

yd
. (4)

For large values of the aspect ratioz  wyd ¿ 1 the
function bszd behaves asbszd . 1 2 0.63z21, and this
formula can be used as a reasonable approximation in
whole regionz . 1.

The correlation fieldBc can therefore be estimated as

Bcsud 
Bc'p

sin2 u 1 a cos2 u
, a 

√
d
w

!2

bswydd ,

(5)

whereBc' 
p

3f0ysLwd is the correlation field for the
normal orientationu  90±. In particular, foru  0± we
find Bcs0d , f0yLd, in full agreement with the arguments
based on the path representation and presented above.

The solid lines in Fig. 2 represent fits according t
Eq. (5) witha considered as fitting parameter. The inse
shows the fitted values ofa21y2  Bcs0dyBc' vs dyw
together with the theoretically expected dependence (so
line). We find good agreement between experiment
results and fits.

Some of the remaining discrepancies can probably
attributed to a limited accuracy of the definition of the cor
relation fieldBc. Experimentally, it is obtained from the
HWHM of FsDBd, whereas theoretically it is estimated
from the leading orderf,sDBd2g perturbative correction
to FsDBd. A more accurate comparison would require
evaluation of the whole functionFsDBd at different val-
ues ofu, which cannot be done analytically. Note also
that our samples are on the borderline of the validity o
the 3D diffusion theory, sinced ø l and for the narrow-
est samplesw , l. For completeness we should mention
that usually the quasiballistic characterw , l is invoked
to explain a reduced fluctuationamplitude[4,5], which we
do not observe here.

We performed additional measurements ofGsud with
constantB  4 T on samples 3 and 5 for the angula
range from 0± to 27±. The results for sample 3 are plotted
in Fig. 3. The two traces for sweeping towards increasin
angles (upper curve) and decreasing angles (lower cur
are highly reproducible, but some hysteretic behavior du
to nonlinearities in the motion of the mechanical setu
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FIG. 3. Conductance fluctuations of sample 3 as a functi
of angleu. Upper (lower) curve: Fluctuations recorded with
increasing (decreasing)u. Inset: Correlation angleuc vs u.
The solid line represents the expected behavior according
Eq. (7) scaled by a factor of 0.35.

is present. The maximum angular shift between “up
and “down” sweeps of about 1.5± reflects the accuracy
of the angle adjustment. The rms amplitude 0.32e2yh,
deduced from the cross correlation of both traces, is
accordance with the results of the magnetoconductan
curves. In analogy to the correlation fieldBc we define a
correlation angleuc which describes the typical angular
shift necessary to produce a fluctuationDG ø e2yh.
Changing the angleu by uc produces a flux change of
f0 through areas surrounded by “typical” trajectories
Obviouslyuc is not constant for the whole angular range
but increases withu. Therefore we calculateuc as a
function of u for angular ranges including about 25
fluctuations ofGsud. The result is plotted in the inset
of Fig. 3. Because of the reducedu range, the scatter is
rather large. We observe a similar behavior for sample
whereuc increases from about 0.15± at u  0 to 0.3± at
u  27±.

One can describe the angular correlationskGsudGsu 1

Dudl at a fixed amplitude of the magnetic fieldB in the
same way as the magnetoconductance curves. We fin

dl̃1,0,0sDud 
1
3

µ
BLw
f0

Du

∂2

fcos2 u 1 a sin2 ug (6)

and, consequently, the correlation angleuc is estimated as

uc 
p

3
f0

BLw
1

p
cos2 u 1 a sin2 u

, (7)

with a as defined in Eq. (5). This functional behavio
is plotted in the inset of Fig. 3 using the value ofa

determined from the fit ofBcsud. The absolute values
on
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of uc for all angles are scaled by a factor of 0.35
[15]. Although the weak increase ofuc [Eq. (7)] is
in qualitative agreement with the experimental data,
more thorough analysis would require an extension of th
measurements to higher angles.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated for the firs
time the angular dependence of UCF in diffusive meta
wires by measuring both the magnetoconductance fo
different angles between current and field directions, an
“angular conductance” in a constant field. Extension o
the established theory of UCF [7] to the case of 3D
diffusive motion of electrons describes the observation
with reasonable accuracy.
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